Reserve Power Runs
Campus After Blast

The campus is operating at a reduced electricity today following an explosion at the Mason River power plant in Lansing which knocked out all the power in the area. University electrical equipment was running on reserve power until Lansing State News

Nat Sci Credits Cut To 180

The College of Natural Sciences was cut from offering senior graduation requirements.

A formal announcement that the college would be changing its requirements was made to President John A. Hannah at the Academic Deans meeting Thursday.

All students entering those in their junior year were affected by the reduction in credits plus the elimination of all algebraic and physical science requirements, John W. Campbell, dean of science, explained. The new requirement of 58 credits would remain unchanged, he said.

An area which might have been cut was the requirement in biological science. It is crowded with student-clad secretaries working by candlelight. Students get out of class 15 minutes early, he said. The new campus is expected to open in February. The new dormitories are expected to hold 200 and 300 students each.

On Tuesday traffic will only be able to proceed north on Shaw Lane between Science Road and Chestnut Road and south on Shaw Lane to Williams Avenue. The oneway installation is expected to begin in two weeks.

Traffic Changes In Effect Tuesday To Ease Shaw Lane Tie-Ups

The mine disaster spread across the nation. Many of the injured were transported to the hospital in Omuta, and at least 70 injured. A mine laborer was killed when a huge fire in the mine disaster,

Weather

Partly cloudy and cooler today. High near 50.

Top Purdue 23-0, Take Big 10 Lead

Must Win Game With Illinois To Insure Possible BowlTrip

Spartan fans enjoyed an elegant afternoo

Spartans Begin To Smell Red Roses

Soccermen Nip St. Louis 4-3 upset over St. Louis Saturday afternoon.

Campus Fires Keep E. L. Fire Dept. Busy

A fresh season of fires began on Tuesday afternoon. The East Lansing Fire Department was called to battle fires in the Academic Building, the University Union concourse and the first floor Union concourse at 8 a.m to 15 minutes early, he said.

Soccermen Nip St. Louis

Three goals in the second period by Michigan State's soccer squad has carried MSU to its second win over St. Louis Saturday afternoon.
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The Students Speak

The students of Michigan State have voted in favor of having student judiciary meetings open to the public. At least this is what one might warm oneself to as reading signs of support 3,352 students gave to that proposed amendment of the state constitution. Only 662 persons were opposed to the amendment. While a majority of the students enrolled may have voted, we feel certain that those who could not have been represented. This group has a right to have its decision stand.

The amendment now awaits final approval from the Faculty Committee on Student Affairs.

Until now all judiciary hearings have been regularly closed with the student having the right to open an hearing only if his right to see is opposed to the amendment. The new rule would re-verse the situation, leaving all hearings open to the public, provided a student specifically asks that a hearing be closed.

This bill is a great and infant idea being what it is, the new statute would result in a far greater number of judiciary hearings being open to the public.

No rights would be infringed in the process. On the contrary, we feel that the new situation would only add to the security of students’ welfare.

As it stands, the student judiciary meets most regularly in an atmosphere of secrecy. In some instances this is surely the best far all.

But silence cannot help but breed suspicion and can only end up hurting the system. If more of the judiciary’s hearings were open, with our friends and foes everyone might stand to benefit.

This would place judiciary in the public eye thereby insuring a high level of integrity on its part. It would also dispel many rumors about poor procedure and supposed interference from outside powers. In this way it would serve to protect the judiciary itself.

Letters to Editor

As it stands, the request to open certain judiciary proceedings is still far from complete. This is due to the fact that the new state constitution is not yet ratified. We hope that in the coming months the judiciary will act on this request.

No You Can’t Go Back in MSU Fire Drills Are Realistic

The Michigan State Daily, November 11, 1963

The Tribune, East Lansing, Michigan

From Other Campuses

Christianity, Hardly And Sex

A group of students at Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, have launched a new movement to rid their campus of those who have used the Christian theme as a cloak for sexual exploitation and sex exploitation for those who have used the Christian theme as a cloak for sexual exploitation.

The movement, known as the Anti-Sin Movement, is being spearheaded by students who are against the exploitation of sex in the name of religion.

The Anti-Sin Movement has already won the support of some of the most influential members of the university community, including the president and the provost.

The movement is being led by a group of students who have been active in the struggle against sexual exploitation on the campus for several years.

The movement’s goals are to raise awareness of the problem of sexual exploitation on the campus and to encourage a more responsible and respectful attitude towards sex.

The Anti-Sin Movement is also working to create a more positive and healthy environment for students on the campus.

The movement is hoping to achieve its goals through a variety of means, including education, advocacy, and community organizing.

The Anti-Sin Movement is committed to working towards a world where sex and religion are no longer seen as opposing forces, but as complements that can work together to create a more just and equal society.

Letter Policy

Letters should not be longer than 200 words. They should be typed and double spaced if possible. They should be submitted to the editor, along with the writer’s name and address.

The editor reserves the right to edit letters to fit space and style considerations.

The State News reserves the right to edit letters to fit space and style considerations.

From Credits To Courses

Beginning with the class entering of Georgia Atlanta College a course will be added to the standard curriculum. This course, known as the Credit/Lab course, is designed to give students a better understanding of the credits they receive for courses they take.

The Credit/Lab course will incorporate lectures, discussions, and hands-on laboratory experiences. It will provide students with a more in-depth understanding of the material they are learning.

The Credit/Lab course is being offered to all students, regardless of their major or minor.

The Credit/Lab course is expected to be popular among students, who are looking for a more comprehensive way of learning.

The Credit/Lab course is part of a larger effort to improve the quality of education at the university.

For more information, please contact the registrar’s office or your academic advisor.

By Bob Bearman

As You Like It? - Eastward Ho!

The Presidential Press is the focus of many students, especially those who are interested in the presidential candidates. The presidential candidates are currently in the midst of the primary season, and the focus on the Press is ever-present.

The next day in New York City, the presidential candidates continue their campaign with a series of rallies and speeches.

The two main candidates are working hard to win over the voters, and the debates are becoming more intense.

The candidates are focusing on issues such as healthcare, education, and the economy, and the debates are becoming more heated.

The Press is playing a crucial role in covering the campaign, and the amount of coverage given to the candidates is a reflection of their current standing.

The Press is also covering the role of the media in the campaign, and the candidates are aware of the importance of the media in shaping public opinion.

The campaign is expected to be a close one, and the Press will continue to play a vital role in reporting on the candidates and their campaigns.

The Michigan State Daily, East Lansing, Michigan

Monday, November 11, 1963
**US Aid Supports Research**

Scientific research at universities attracts millions of dollars from the federal government each year. It generates new ideas and new knowledge and is the leading source of research in the United States. The government funds the research by providing grants, contracts, and fellowships to university researchers. The government also supports research through the National Science Foundation (NSF), which provides funding for scientific research and education. It supports research in a wide range of fields, including biology, chemistry, physics, and engineering. The NSF also supports research on social issues such as crime, poverty, and education. The government's support of research is essential to the nation's economic and scientific progress.
**Booters Score First Victory Over St. Louis, 4-3**

**Intramural News**

**Fuller Plays Heads-UP x-Country Title Race Is Today**

Coach Kenney Gets A Big Lift

**Pistol Paddles Schedule**

**Dream Come True For Coach Kenney**

By LARRY HOGG

State News Sports Writer

The Spartans' first victory over Missouri in the ten-game series, a 4-3 triumph Saturday, was a joyous day for Coach Kenney.

Although it was his boys who were toiling and not his greats, kenney gave it the clean, manly look that inflames women, infuriates indifferent efforts of the season.

Women and an advanced computer program in the sport which is enjoyed all over the world. Coaching manuals will still affect intramural eligibility requirements.

Both Billiken mentor Bob Guelph and St. Louis mentor Dick Oppenheim have much to say on the issue.

The conference championship will be put on paper in the times when there's no music, no lights, and no smiles. This year State will have company in the quest for a fifth straight Midwestern Conference title.
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Roses Only One Game Away?

By DIANE LANCASTER

A fast and high scoring game was promised for Friday night's contest between the Anderson Bulldogs and the Madison Spartans in Madison. The Bulldogs and the Spartans entered Friday night's game with identical 6-3-1 records. Madison defeated Anderson 38-13 at Madison's Madison Field in the first meeting of the two teams.

The game was halted at halftime due to weather conditions, but Madison head coach Bruce Underwood said that the team would play Friday night regardless of the weather conditions.

The game was a close contest, but Madison came out on top with a 13-6 victory. The Bulldogs led throughout the game, with Madison taking the lead in the second quarter with a touchdown and field goal.


cal errors. Several layups were

play before the White team

lead and this gave the

White squad downed the Green

Underwood's optimism was not

enough to carry his team to a victory.

The Bulldogs were held to a final score of 13-6 by the Spartans, who dominated the game from start to finish.

Leading by only eight points at

the end of the first quarter, the

Spartans took control of the

game and never looked back.

The Spartans rushed for 233

yards and had 122 passing yards

in the game.

Funeral services for Anderson

Heads Optimistic After Intra-Squad Game

Waiting For Half-Time...
Millionth Volume Due At Library

The Mad Library will celebrate its millionth volume Monday night, a reading of 500,000,000, or more, according to director of libraries, Dr. G. Dean Smith.

The occasion will be celebrated at a Christmas dinner on December 5 at Kellogg Center for students of the library. The Friends of the Library will be in attendance, and the library's annual Christmas celebration will include a quiz game and its books among the holiday entertainment.

A committee of businessmen and local residents of the Friends of the Library are in the process of offering unusually hearty refreshments at the event.

NITE Given In February

The National Teacher Examiners will hold a test in February to assess and improve teaching skills.

The test of professional information, general culture, English expression and nonverbal reasoning, and facts are fixed in your mind. Give yourself special help when time is needed.

There are Data-Guides in every subject.

IMPORTANT NOTE: After this term's important test, you will meet tonight at 8 in the Union.

Fire

The Friends of the Library were present in the library to help.

There is a book store nearby.

Cultural Series Held At Kellogg

The Cap and Gown Series is sponsored by the Michigan State News, East Lansing, Michigan.

The Cap and Gown Series presents the best in foreign films.

WOMAN BEGINS

the arts, then the arts must come to students of science.

圳。THE BEST IN FOREIGN FILMS

K5106

MIND OVER MATTER: A book takes in English as a second language.

TIPPS IN STYLE MAR 'Winter Light's' Glow

This is part one of a twopart series. Do yourself a favor.

For tomorrow's column, expect a more complicated melody like

Flows In Style Mar 'Winter Light's' Glow

There was an English teacher in this school who

Making Coeds Are Moving In Gang-Way, Engineers!

The girls practically concluded their first move, the women engineers must vary from mechanical to electrical.

The library was responsible for keeping your bill in the fire.

So who can blame them if Bracer's crisp, long-lasting aroma

Norcal C. C. Q972

W O O D W A R D

I WAS A TEEN-AGE SLIDE RULE

In a recent interview with Mr. Sigafoos, the distinguished biologist called the great and cadet, "the seventh seal".

Mr. Sigafoos has been a tremendous student, which is why he was able to take physics this way? Of course you do. What's

THE TRAPPED, DISENCHANTED PASSENGER

Since for Bergman, faith, or the death of faith due to God’s shadow, of gray landscapes cut

Mr. Sigafoos' article was in no way

Lee and the Trapped, Disenchanted Passenger

This film, hardly deviated from what is a standard interpretation of the film, is a good example of what the world of literature, art and music is all about.

Mr. Sigafoos' article was in no way

THE TRAPPED, DISENCHANTED PASSENGER

Mr. Sigafoos' article was in no way

Stendhal's "Winter Light" ends with living heat

For tomorrow's column, expect a more complicated melody like

Do yourself a favor.
Prof Say Vietnam Overthrow Inevitable

The Viet Nam military coup was inevitable, according to Gen. and Prof. Robert S. McNamara, President of the University of Michigan.

"The people have had enough," he said. "They have had enough of the regime of Diem." The coup took place on November 11, with Premier Nguyen Cao Ky taking control.

The coup was celebrated by student protesters in the United States, with many expressing support for the new government.

Prof. McNamara also spoke about the importance of education, saying that "we must continue to educate our young people to think critically and to question authority." He emphasized the need for reforms in the educational system.

"We must provide our students with the tools they need to think independently and to challenge the status quo," he said. "We must foster an environment where students can explore ideas and ask questions without fear of retribution."